Project:
Crossrail C410 Bond Street
Location:
Bond Street Station, London

Crossrail Bond Street Station
Part of London’s new £14bn railway

Project completed:
2015
Client:
Crossrail
Contractor:
Bam Ferrovial Kier JV (BFK)
Designer:
Mott McDonald
Market sector:
Tunneling
Products used:
MasterSeal 345
MasterRoc TSL 865
MasterFinish MPT 299

Artists impression of Crossrail Bond Street Station, London, England

The background
With a daily average of more than 155,000
passengers using Bond Street station,
Crossail is intended to provide better
transportation to the heart of London’s West
End and one of the busiest shopping districts
in the UK.
The new Crossrail station at Bond Street will
increase capacity and improve accessibility to
one of London’s busiest stations. Two new
ticket halls were constructed to allow step-free
access to the 260m station platforms created
26m beneath ground level.
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The challenge
Delivering a world class water-tight structure
designed to withstand a minimum 100-year
life span whilst working in the close
proximities that Central London provides.
High intensity project which demanded
scrupulous attention to detail throughout, both
with SCL and sprayed waterproofing.

Crossrail Bond Street Station
Part of London’s new £14bn railway

Bond Street Western Ticket Hall site

MasterSeal 345 being sprayed by BFK operatives

Our solution
Underground Construction experts from Master Builders
Solutions worked closely with the main contractor, BFK (Bam
Ferrovial Kier), to not only supply the sprayed waterproofing
product used throughout the whole of the SCL works, but
ensured that with a high level of support and training, the works
were completed with minimal disruption and improved efficiency.

Projects facts at a glance

MasterSeal 345, an EVA polymer based sprayable membrane,
is not only used due to the simplicity of its application. The
development of this material allows a two-sided bond to both the
primary and secondary lining allowing for a composite behaviour
to take place. This fully bonded system would consequently
provide excellent water tightness for the tunnels at Crossrail.



Unrivalled training enabled a network of sprayers to consistently
achieve the high standards of quality set out by the client, with
courses allowing sprayers to master both the theoretical and
practical elements of the task. In addition, with the arrival of the
MEYCO Logica, a fully automatic spraying robot, Master
Builders Solutions technical experts were on hand to provide a
smooth transition from the traditional manual method of
spraying.

The Master Builders Solutions brand brings all of our expertise
together to create chemical solutions for new construction,
maintenance, repair and renovation of structures.

A total of 115 tonnes of MasterSeal were used within the SCL
tunnels at Crossrail Bond Street Station, allowing a timeefficient and highly productive method for water-tight tunnels
The customer’s benefit




Simple preparation, application and curing method of
waterproofing concrete and metal structures
MasterRoc TSL 865, a rapid-setting version of MasterSeal
345, enabled continuation of works with slight water ingress




Crossrail will increase central London’s rail capacity by 10% the largest increase since World War 2. This will reduce
congestion and allow for more comfortable journey
conditions.
Crossrail will increase the number of people who are able to
access employment destinations throughout London
3 no. gangs operated 24-hour, 7-days a week, to ensure the
project was met to budget and on time.

Master Builders Solutions

Master Builders Solutions is built on the experience gained
from more than a century in the construction industry. At the
core of the Master Builders Solutions brand is the combined
know-how and experience of a global community of Master
Builders Solutions experts, who connect with you to solve all of
your construction challenges.
Further information is available at:
www.master-builders-solutions.co.uk
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Fisher Street Crossover Tunnels

Emergency access shaft on Crossrail Route
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Artists impression of final residential development on Fisher Street site , London, England

The background
A 15 metre diameter shaft was designed for
emergency access in the Crossrail route. The
shaft was also used to support tunnelling
works to build a large crossover tunnel,
allowing trains to transfer from one running
tiunnel to another.
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The challenge
Construction of the crossover tunnels, that
include some of the largest caverns on the
Crossrail line, equate to a significant stage
within the whole project.
Extremely limited surface and underground
site space lead to a carefully planned out
logistical programme for both plant and
material storage.

Fisher Street Crossover Tunnels

Emergency access shaft on Crossrail route

Sprayed MasterSeal 345 in Westbound tunnel

MasterSeal 345 overlap connection detail for dowels

Our solution
Master Builders Solutions experts worked closely with the main
contractor, BFK (Bam Ferrovial Kier), to not only supply the main
sprayed waterproofing product used throughout the whole of the
SCL works, but ensured that with a high level of support and
training, the works were completed with minimal disruption and
improved efficiency.

Projects facts at a glance

The enlargement design of the running tunnels consisted of
combining a sheet membrane in the invert with a sprayed
membrane (MasterSeal 345) for the crown. This illustrated how
versatile the MasterSeal 345 product can be when used with
different materials. The bonding element between the sheet and
sprayed waterproofing linings was clearly evident, thus
producing a water-tight structure.
In addition to this, the insertion of dowels was placed into the
programme after the main MasterSeal 345 had taken place. The
correct overlap and coverage at the base of the dowel was
assured, leaving no possible route for water ingress to occur.
A total of 33 tonnes of MasterSeal 345, and 4 tonne of
MasterRoc TSL 865 were used within the SCL tunnels at
Crossrail Fisher Street.
The customer’s benefit




MasterSeal 345 easily adaptable to any waterproofing design
solution
Highly organised Business Support team outlined effective
and clear communication between contractor to ensure tight
order schedules were completed.





Over 3 million tonnes of excavated material was shipped to
Wallasea Island in Essex to create a new 1,500 acre RSPB
nature reserve
Crossrail will support regeneration across the capital and add
an estimated £42bn to the UK economy
Over 200,000 tunnel segments were used to line the 42
kilometres of tunnels

Master Builders Solutions
The Master Builders Solutions brand brings all of our expertise
together to create chemical solutions for new construction,
maintenance, repair and renovation of structures.
Master Builders Solutions is built on the experience gained
from more than a century in the construction industry. At the
core of the Master Builders Solutions brand is the combined
know-how and experience of a global community of Master
Builders Solutions experts, who connect with you to solve all of
your construction challenges.
Further information is available at:
www.master-builders-solutions.co.uk

Project:
Crossrail C410 Tottenham
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Tottenham Court Road Station

£1bn upgrade of exisiting tube station to include Crossrail.
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Artists impression of Crossrail Tottenham Court Road Eastern Ticket Hall , London, England

The background
Built over 100 years ago, the station was not
designed to cope with the level of passengers
it experiences at present. It occupies a
important access point to one of Europe’s
busiest shopping districts.

The challenge
Constructing 2no. brand new water-tight ticket
halls with the inclusion of cross-passages and
enlargement of the 2no. 260 metre long
platforms that are designed to surpass a
minimum of a 100-year life span .

With 102,000 passengers estimated to use
the Crossrail station daily, it is essential that
the new larger ticket hall, along with additional
escalators and new access to the Northern
and Central lines, are constructed to ease
congestion.

Restricted site space and tight programme in
addiition to logisitical problems required
clinical communication and planning to ensure
works were completed on time.
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Tottenham Court Road Station

£1bn upgrade of exisiting tube station to include Crossrail.

Sprayed MasterSeal 345 in AP7A cross-passage

Our solution
Master Builders Solutions experts worked closely with the main
contractor, BFK (Bam Ferrovial Kier), to not only supply the
sprayed waterproofing product used throughout the whole of the
SCL works, but ensured that with a high level of support and
training, the works were completed with minimal disruption and
improved efficiency.
Areas of damp regulating layer were found within the tunnels
prior to waterproofing. Instead of penetrating the concrete
substrate for injection, the use of MasterRoc TSL 865 was used.
MasterRoc TSL 865, a rapid-setting version of MasterSeal 345,
was sprayed over the patches of damp substrate. Once tacky,
the MasterSeal 345 was then sprayed over the full tunnel
section, therefore reducing time spent on the activity and costs
involved.
Unrivalled training enabled a network of sprayers to consistently
achieve the high standards of quality set out by the client, with
courses allowing sprayers to master both the theoretical and
practical elements of the task. In addition, with the arrival of the
MEYCO Logica, a fully automatic spraying robot, Master
Builders Solutions technical experts were on hand to provide a
smooth transition from the traditional manual method of
spraying.
A total of 124 tonnes of MasterSeal 345 and 2.5 tonne
of MasterRoc TSL 865 were used within the SCL
tunnels at Crossrail Tottenham Court Road.
The customer’s benefit




MasterRoc TSL 865 allowed greater production and simpler
process than traditional method of stopping water ingress
Logica technology provided pin-point accuracy, for both SCL
and MasterSeal 345, therefore reducing the human error
aspect of spraying.

MEYCO Logica in action spraying secondary lining.

Projects facts at a glance





7 million tonnes of excavated material will be created during
the construction of Crossrail, 98% of which will be re-used.
8 Tunnel Boring Machines (TBM) were used to create the 26
miles of new tunnels beneath London
Over 400 apprenticeships have been created on the project,
as well it creating thousands of business and job
opportunities.

Master Builders Solutions
The Master Builders Solutions brand brings all of our expertise
together to create chemical solutions for new construction,
maintenance, repair and renovation of structures.
Master Builders Solutions is built on the experience gained
from more than a century in the construction industry. At the
core of the Master Builders Solutions brand is the combined
know-how and experience of a global community of Master
Builders Solutions experts, who connect with you to solve all of
your construction challenges.
Further information is available at:
www.master-builders-solutions.co.uk

